The Multidimensional Pain Inventory (MPI) is one of the most widely used instruments to assess patients' coping with chronic pain. It provides a psychosocial classification system that categorizes patients into three coping styles: Adaptive, Dysfunctional, and Interpersonally Distressed. To date, comprehensive information about the validity of the MPI taxonomy obtained from informants other than the patient has been unavailable. This has limited conclusions about the extent to which the MPI captures patients' adaptation to chronic pain beyond self-report. The present study is the first to examine whether the distinct multidimensional profiles underlying the patient clusters can be confirmed by proxy report. Ninetynine chronic pain patients, their partners, and their healthcare providers participated in the study. Patients completed the MPI twice to determine stability of classification. Partners and providers rated the patient on MPI proxy versions developed for this study. Results revealed that partner-and provider-reported MPI ratings corresponded with the self-report patient profiles. The profiles of patients showing classification stability rather than switching of cluster assignment between the two MPI assessments had the highest correspondence with proxy ratings. These results extend prior validity research on the MPI and demonstrate that differential psychological adaptational styles to chronic pain can be reliably recognized by partners and healthcare providers. Ó
Introduction
Chronic pain affects up to 25% of the adult population and represents a common reason for seeking medical treatment [22] . Numerous studies show that patients display variability in their psychosocial adjustment to chronic pain [39] . In an effort to clarify this heterogeneity, empirical classification systems have been developed. A widely used instrument is the West Haven Yale Multidimensional Pain Inventory (MPI) [20] . The inventory yields three psychosocial coping clusters: Adaptive (AC) patients with low pain impact and high levels of functional activity; Dysfunctional (DYS) patients with high pain impact, affective distress, and severe functional limitations; Interpersonally Distressed (ID) patients with poor social support by their significant others in response to pain [40] . Extensive support exists for the generalizability of the taxonomy across various chronic pain conditions [39] .
To date, there has been limited research on whether the distinct MPI patient profiles are recognized by informants other than the patient. As such, it is possible that the taxonomy captures a purely subjective, transient, and intrapsychic phenomenon. If a family member or healthcare provider perceives the patient's coping responses as consistent with patient self-report, this would lend increased validity to the taxonomy.
A shared assessment of patients' adaptation to chronic pain can be essential for effective treatment. It is recognized that treatment should match patients' physical and psychosocial needs for patients to experience clinically meaningful benefits [39] . Providers' perceptions of the patient have a substantial impact on decisions regarding healthcare provision [12, 34] . Patient-provider discrepancy can complicate treatment. Likewise, patients' spouses and family members play an integral part in pain management by providing support and assistance [23] . As such, the utility of their involvement in assessment and medical care is increasingly discussed [24] . Some studies suggest that the provision of support, however, is dependent upon the congruence of patients' and partners' perceptions of the patient's health status [25, 32] .
This study is the first to examine whether patients' proxies can corroborate the distinct adaptational profiles underlying the MPI. We created a parallel partner version and rewrote a subset of items for a provider version. Retest instability in patient classification has raised concern about the taxonomy's reliability [3] . We administered the MPI to patients twice to examine whether classification stability and timing of patient-proxy assessments would influence patient-proxy agreement.
Recent evidence suggests that informant ratings are reasonably accurate [37]; we expected that proxy-reported MPI profiles would correspond with patient-reported profiles. Given that patientproxy agreement has been shown to be better when respondents are assessed at the same time rather than at different times [16] 
